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_/ I. IN rROI,LICI[(£;
Optical contact has been proposed as a n,ethod of )oi_]wg tu._ed
i _--- silica parts in _h. • _tanford relativity satellite. _nca little i:
t known about opti-:,:.l contact, we shall present a theory of opticalcontact and a program of research to fu t,_er detemine the ropertie_
of the bond.
l_hen two flat polished gl&ss surfaces are pressed together, an
adhesxon takes place _n the area around t.r;_: poJllt _h_.,re the foist lb
applied, "lh¢ adhered area shines up as a ",lark" spot between the qla_
plates. It the pressure Ls appl_e4 long es_oo_lh, the spot begins to
grow, even when the pressure is removed, until the entire area appears
uniformly dark. The glass pieces cannot be separated b._ force without
bzeaking, zndzcatlng that there is c_nsidcrable adhesion between the
-- surfaces. This phenomenon xs called optical contact.
uptltal contact has been an obscure and little understood laboratory
curiosity for many years, and ha:; bet, n described b)" man> ,_e_vers,
including Lord gayletgh. Only a complete developaent of the quant_
nature of the forces involved t_c_ given us un explanation of this
_ _ phenomenon. Indeed, an)" applztation of optical contact for practical
': adJte.,,_m o_ ;_l,_._s to glass ;ltpen_s on an u,ldcr' ,ending el the t_=l'ce_
ravel rod.
._ptic:=t] t"_ded _:-ic.¢.i o;" quartz ca,, I=c S_'; ;;_alc3 h-/ _..acrsion In
st,trat_le penelrdll,l_ o_1. [",i'i l_ a ear;/ u._ct:_l property .,ll_tnl;
parts tc he demounted after a:,sembl!t lit e,htit,.),_ to thi!_ is th,.I
-i prnpPrty ol di._trih_tlt_g 3t,'ains ,we, the entir,: ?;,_rl'a_.
t'
RI';PRODUCIBILITY OF TH/_
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Nith mechanical .fasteners, the strains.,are c_¢entrated at the Roint
of fastening. SincLthe relativity sateLl_e will be cooled to four
gelvins, the spreading of theraally induced strain is an important
property._
, in this paper _e shall p_esent a plausible theory of tile nature
of optical contact, explain the separation by ilnmersion in liquid, anti
- present a program of experiJaen.tar.ion t_O_investigate various parameters
that are of technological interest.
t
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It is commonly agreed that all silicates and silicate _h_sse_ are
made up of silicon oxide tetrahedra which fo_n the basic unzt.• ,_fth¢
vtA:r.eous skeleton. Structures or" thi._-.k.tn_L £ollow Pauling's rule. w_hich
states that adjacent tetrahedra can combine only at the con_r_ that is,
through the common oxygen atoms, hot not at the edges or faces. FiGure
1 sho_s--a--representation of the SiO 4 te_rahed;o, ant! the distances
- involved it).
f
- I;igure 1. Silicon Oxide 'l'etr_lddron
.'.:-- The internal structure of vitreous sl lica consists of amor;_hous
chains of the basic tetrahedra (Figure 2). ThLs cOncept is supported
by theoreticaL-wor.k-b_--Zachariasen (2) and x-ray diffraction _ork It}
ilarron ( 3}.
._- .... b
a Nelaofk _m,ner
0
. , O,yeeN
_ I IKIZI'O ,-', ]l'legltl,Af "_lrJJfttlre (Jr vttreo_ 5ilica
3
)
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.kach.silicon. ion is effectLvely "screened" by the oxygen ions i_, the__
arrangement of Figure 2. and the bond between the silicm_ and oxygen is
basically ionic. The structure is not perfectly rigid, _ince the chains
of te_trahedra can flex somewhat with applied force. Thi._ means that
under_sufficio:tt pressure, glass can flow slightly.
In the interior o£ a piece_af..silica each silicon ion is surrounded
by oxygen ions. thus p rodbeing a minimum energy conf_o'_r&tion with
respect to io_tc and overlap bonding. On the surface, however, the
silicon ions can posse_s extra energy since they ¢_not be surrotmded by
oxygen ions. Therefore the surface of a piece of silica has excess
energy compared to the interior of the same piece, s concept cow,firmed
by measuring the energy necessary to create a new s_rface by shattering.
Since the surface is not in a minim"m energy configuration, it follows
that a silica surface will be chemically reactive with surrounding matter.
For example, a surface silicon ion will possess less energy when bonded
to a water molecule than when unbonded, allowing the hydrogen ions to
surround each silicon ion in the surface and producing a minimum energy
condition _.imilar to the interior.
A silica surface is particularly reactive with another silica surface.
when glass bottles come out of the mold, they must be sprayed with a
coating or they _ill .;ieze on cuntact. Ihe adhesion of silica to silica
lowers the surface energy To _hat of the interior, making a strong bond.
If the _tltc'a suri'_tce is _xp.oscd *.o ,_,,_r '_," h_'Jrogen ton_ sn water
serve to screen tho si{icc_l iono, fOZ_.,in_; ;z chc.'_,_Jl bond bet,_een the
silica and a thin layer of water _n th _. stirS'ace
i k
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This layer is at most a t'ew molecules thick; i or once silicon ions a:_
screened, the chemical attraction for more water molecules is less _ned.
Finally, the surface of a piece of silica exposed to the air fox,__
any lenl_II] of time is covered with a chemically bonded layer of water.
Since the water layer fo_s a barrier to a silica-silica _ what
force is responsible £or a optical contact?
1975006548-TSA10
Van der, IVaa,lp Forces
• __ It is known that there are attractive forces acting between
neutral atoms or molecules which are _pa:rated by d_stances that are ....
large eo_pare_d with their Own dimensions. These are known as van der Waala
fore.as--and-are of.a long-rm_ge nature, for they docre&_e according to
__ a po_er law. It is these van der Waals forces---that are responsible _or
optical contact. |re shall give a brief outline of the theory of these
forces and present an equation for the binding force between flat plates
- which takes into account the material of the plates, the tonperature, and
other parmneters. A rigorous derivation of the force equation in
in the appendix.
: The Lifshitz theory of the van der t_aals forces (S) is based on the
: idea that the. interaction takes place through a fluctuating electro-
magnetic field. Because of thermodynaunic-fluctuations, this fkeld is
always_present in the interior of a materiel med/om and arises from a
:- statlstical-displacement of the atoms from their equilibrium positions.
Th_er tVaals forces a_se-from electrornal_etic interactions.
As was shown by London in 1938, they arise from second-order perturbation
• theow applied to the ele_trostatic inferaction between two dipoles; the
energy of the interaction is proportional tn th_ inverse sixth power of
the distance between them. The existence ot at:ractive forces between
neutral atoms suggests eulalogeus forces between _ny two macroscopic bodies
whose surfaces are separated by very small distai, ces.
b
I
J
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We can-roughly visualize these forces in the following way. The
: _ distribution of electronic charge abont a molecule is symmetricaL,
for this is the minimum energy configuration, ilowever, the electrons move
about, so inst_ltaneously the configuration departs from syr_ctry, and
a small dipole exists. This momentary dip__qle will affect the electronic
_" distribution of a nearby molecule, inducing an oppositely oriented dipole
; moment onto the second molecule. Although the marne; ":_ry dipo!es a_d
_. induced dipoles are constantly changing, the net resul_ is attraction
d
between the molecules.
the calculation of these forces on the basis o£ interaction between
individual atoms is impossible, however, in material bodies the close
: packing of the atoms materially changes the properties of their electronic
" envelopes, and the presence of matter between the interacting bodies alters
!, the electromagnetic field through which the interaction is cffected.
The interactLon between atoms in a solid may be treated theoretically
L
! by replacing the lattice surrounding the atom in question by a hypothetical
i. effective field, which.cuBs-up all the interactions of all the surrounding
!
lattice. '[hen the interaetion_ between a given atom and the lattice are
i calculated by considering the interaction between-the atc_n and the effective
field, a much-simpler calculation. Lifshitz {$) used this approach in his
theory of the v*m der _aals force between macroscopic bodies, lie made the
follo_tng -',_st_pttons: i} the material bodies are continuous media, 2} the
InteraCtion is through an effective field. 3) the attractive force is due
to the increment to the en©rgy of a material bed7 due to lonc wavelength
fluctuation of this field, and 4) the distance I,e_ween the bodies mu._t be
slltall compared with tile wavelength of the fluctuatnt,_s of tht, 7ield.
I
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Using these assumpti____s Lifshitz arrived at an expressicq: for
th@ force between two plates that varies as the inverse fourth power
o_ the distance° The limitations on the._ation are that all
characteristic dimensions of the system must be large coe_ared with
interatoml c spacing.
I_ should be made clear-that the fluctuations in the field _._,_nifest
, themselves externally a&quanta of radiation, and _ "_ete_,_ths y:_t be
large compared to atomic spactn_. All properties of tl_e long-wave-
length fluctuations are completely specified by the complex dielectric
permeability of the body.
The Force Equation
Dzyaloshinskil. Lifshitz, and Pitaevskii (6) have derived the
following equation for the force per onit area I; between two solids
(See Figure x):
'l
il '
o
k
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where_ is the separ_ti¢_ between the solids, c zs the speed ot lipht in
vacuuo, __._is Pianck's constant, _Mothe static dielectric constant of
• the material_,
s,o, -, .p)k6 so
}
.._ andp_ Is a parameter involving the surface geometry o£ the integration
and is dimensionless.
If we assume that materials 1 and 2 are the same. and material 3
is a.vacuumj then 6#o, e_o _ _o and _so " J-
Equation 5.1 becomes
A
.3f;c ;i [_7PI t.s ,_o_ ?- ao
'1
i
_r
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where _--(6 o --I_r p_ . This equation is limited by the requirenent
that _1_1-]6c. 4.- _. (For a more ¢o_lete derivation of this equation,
see the appendix).
It is to be-noted that equatiOns 5.1 and 3.3 at.e-independent of
tmperatvre. This means that for te_eratures normally encou_tered
(from roughly four Kelvins to several h_dred Kelvins) the temperature
variation in the £orc_.is.._vnxysmall.
Applications to Quartz
The case of quartz has certain peculiaritxos because of the specif;c
properties of its absorption spectrum. Quartz absorbs strongly in the
ultra-violet (from about 1500 _) and in the infrared (from several/u)
and between these wavelengths is transparent. The contribution of the
ultra-violet absorptiOn band to F can be estimated from equation 5.3 by
putting 6 0 equal to the square of the refractiOn index in the transparent
optical regiOn. The centribution-of the-infrared is smaller by a factor
lO0o/C (_0o is the infrar_i absorption frequency); thus we__c.an_n_lect
"" it and _e equation 3.3 to calculate the--_orce.
In Table 1 _:e ILst the diaractefisttc consta.ts for quartz to be put
in equation 3.3 for the force calculatinns.
'1A_LE 1
_alues of Physical par_uaetur.s
_o = 3.?_ t'._ q_art:
= lOSe x,u Joule-_¢c.
varies from 10 _ to lO,OOO
10
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IThe forae equation [5o5) was then integrated n_aeri_al_ ova,
range of 10_41_. Above 100 the Increments _o _ were canvor_i_ rq_iOly
to zero [_.l(_& parts per integration). The rosuLt_ of this int_glatio.
and the force per unit area as a funct-lon.-of plate soparatio. ;_r_:given
in the appendix. The values of the force for pure d_/ quartz range
from 2.7 x 10.2 nt/(_ 2 at I00 _ d/stance to 274 nt/cm 2 at I0 _. TL;s
force implies considerable adherence.
II
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IV, OTIIER_PE{.'I_ OF 111E OPTICAL _t_t)
Effects of Surface Contamination and SurfaFe kuughness on. The Uona
Surface_contamination and surfac_roughness can have a lar_;e effect
on the bonding of two pieces of silica. If particulate contamination is
present, then the surfaces are preventec' from coming into the 1;tt_mate
contact necessary for optical bonding. Also, if surface irregularities
are present,._the surfaces will not contact _n a large enough area to for_
a build.
In an experiment to determine the extent ot particulate contamination
of '*clean" glass, Bestow and Bowden (7) report that when a clean plate,
optically polished to within .25 micron _" flatness, wu_ lowered onto
a similar plate in air, the two surfaces remained about four microns apart
and_did not come into contact. This was due to the u_e of ordinary cleaning
procedures which left particles about this size on the surfaces, ll_ever,
when extreme ca_e was taken in cleeninb and protecting the surfaces, the
distance between the surfaces was about O.,IS laicrolts.
If we assume that---two plates are U.45 micron apart, we can use the
theory of tile previous s_tict_ to calc_late the, van der I_aal_ torte.
tteferring to Table A! in the Appendix, the value of the force is b x IU 9
nt/cm 2, a vt.r,, small farce, therefore, the 91,t_-:, ,,ust be pushed together
_itl% considerable |'o[_¢ tit older to br,n_: ,I,_ ,t i t,,,.e t'ttOttgh together te
cause at_tesl_o this tol'ce will Xucre,t_e u_ the :,,_uuatt of du._t cc_tttamiltation
incre,Lses.
t
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An estimate of the force necessary US push the plates together may
be made by the follcwin8 technique. If there are fi.v_ particles each
five microns in diameter per square-centimeter on the surface of Lpiece-
0£ quartz, we may use a method developed by Holm (8) to determi;_a that
it takes approximately 100 grams of force to push another plate into
contact with the f-trst piece-of silica and bu__Ih__particles into the
silica,. Thls is assuming_acontact hardness of 7(]:000 K,gf/_an 2 for
silica. (9).
If the surfaces are not perfectly flat, then the contact area will
be quite small. The actua.1 contact area can be calculated using another
method of Ilolm. The load P and the hardness J/ are related to the contact
area A by the formula
P • KIIA 4.1
where K is 0.02 for a polished surface.
The factorg varies with the degrelof fastness of a surface; for
a-one quarter wave flat the factor is less than .001. If we ass_e a
value of 0,02 then we may calculate the contact area as a fonctio, of
load.
Table II shows the results of this calculation of contact area as a
function of varying pressure, hcglecting the vttn ,ler _aals forces.
1975006548-TSB04
llj i i i i
'1"_ LE II.
i )
Load. K Contact Area, cm-
g
I 7 x IO"4
2 1.4 x 10_3
10 7 x 10-3
50- 3.5 x 10"2
100 7 x 10-2
sm
If we assume that the areas in contact are _loser th._t twenty
Angstroms to each other, then from.T_le II we obtain the figure of
1.4 x 10.3 cm2 for a load of two kllograms. Thls will produce a bindlng
force (See Table AI in._he appendix) of over a hundred grams, enough to
cause the pieces in contact to steze. This is in agreement with Basto_
_d Bowderr, who mlu1rted, "A pressure of severll pounds was applied to
the top plate .... The plates n_w adhered to one another and it required
some £orce to soparate them."
eve may. conclude that the formatlon of an optical contact bond is a
function of the amount of particulate contamination and the surface
roughness. If the surfaces are extremely flat. to a qttarter or tenth
wave, then the f_ctor in Ilolm's equation ts redt, cad further and bonding
will occur at a pressure of s kzlogram oz le_,,,
'lhe particulate conta'_lnatlon is also un lml)ortant factor tn the
formation of the bond, since a large number of p._rticles can prevent the
surfaces frum coming into intimate contact.
14
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]I The particulate contamination should be kept as low ts pass]c.le!
in order to 1) reduce the force necessary to form the bond and 2_ to
form a str-oheer bond. k claSs 10,009 clean room is receRnerlded a a
minLmum requirement for assembly environment.
Effects of Surface Water Files
The prev£ous discussion has been based on a ¢ls._t b_r_ silica
su2_ace, Since a freshsilica surface is e_treme.ly reactive, we must
assume that any piece of silica uhicJl has been g_rotuld and polished will
have a thin film of _ater chefnically absorbed onto the surface, fho
presence of water on the surface forces us to change our calculations
on the force needed to produce bondins, for ,qcFarlane end Tabor (lO}
report that the adhesion of a glass bead to a flat plate was dependent
on the humidity of the environment. The experiment was repeated with
glass plates in a humidity controlled environment and the results are
shcwn-in-_ igure 4.
IS
L
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Figure 4. Adhesion of glass surfaces is a function o§ the humidity
o£ the atmosphere. Curve • shows adhesion results, Curve i
sh_s the thickness of adiorbed water film as a function
of humidity,
It is app&rant that the-strenith of the adhesion dipends oil the
thickness of the water Iwer on the surface. Let i_ use the theory of
Section LW-to calculate the force between quartz plates with a thin-
layer of water adsorbed onto th_ iur_Lct. Ilsillg 8i) a_ the value of the
dielectric constant l equalL_ 3_3 was evlluated n-,_erically as a function
of separation; the results ire shown in Table A II i. the appendix. For
' all dist=¢es the force is almost five times str=tger with a water film
thin without. These _Uml_ei'_ are ro_sh_ l'_v thcL'_ i_re malty ullknollti
• : parameters, Ilowever, this does confirm that the tt lm of water makes a
stronger bond ihin bare silica, qore will lie _,lJ,t about this in the
conclusion secilon.
16
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The Thaor_ Applied to Other Materials
It is--of some_interest to-determlne _he vim der Waals force between
materialL_othoz then quartz, and for metals as well, The only materiaL-
property that enters into the derived force equation (3,1) is the
dielectric cmls.tant e, For-other solid insulators, _the _orce will not
vary a great deaL frc_ that of quart_re, since tile range of _'-.ctric
constants of inor_nic nonmetallic solids is not large.
1he basic theory can be applied to metals as well_--A_ing that--
two per£ect mirror plates are in vacuum an_t the dielectric constant
approaches infinity, the force equation becomes
,. ,.2_0
which, for a distance of 10 Angstroms, gives 2 x lO 4 newton per square
con t lmet er.
The result is--much--larger than for quartz, giving a strOng cold
weld to metal.
qethods of Breakin_ The Bend
It has been determined that the 1o_ viscosity oil used to separate
gauge blocks can similarly ieparate optically bonded pieces of quartz,
'lhe mechanism of the breaking of the bond w_ stu.lied by .qcl.arlane and
labor, (lOl who suggest that il materials Jre _._,...lcd through a liquid
film, the strength of the bond lies in the rune,mr of energy required to
create two t'r©_h surta_as when the bond is broken _nd the film broken_
17
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That is, enere¥ must be expended to create the new surface, l£-the
pieces bonded togethar are _mersed in a liquid whic_ wets the materiel.
there is no new su_ace crea_ed and the bond str_tgth is lcwer_L_Lo that
produced by the _IscosLt]_ Of the liquid. Th6 p._ces can be separated
slowly,Creating no ru_ liquid surface,
StnCL_ptically banded quartz can be separated by th_ aLl_it seeras
that..the optinal..contact L5 indeed Rroduced in part.by _ ill1,, liquid
film on the quartz--sur_face. This imp_!ies that liquid immersion of some
sort may be the best method of separating the plates. Later we shall
outline a research program to find the best method of breaking the optical
co_tect.
]8
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V_ COI_CWSIONS AND RE_O,_IENDATIC_S
FrOm the above theoretical discussion we may draw the foll_in8
conclusions:
I) Optical contac_ is a complex phenomenon dependent on the
pre_vioushistory o£.the sur£aces to be.bonded.
2) The bond-ls-a result of v_Vaals forces acting ..................
betweon the qu_t.z_bodies, but modified by absorbed
layers of water on the surface.
3) The b_d can be broken by immers_n_ the quartz pieces
in a suitable liquid and slowly moving them apart.
4} The fomation of-the bond is strongly dependent on
surface flatness. Ilowe_ver, by applying sufficient
pressure, less flat pieces may be bonded. The objects
to be_ bonded must have surfaces fiat to one quarter
wave; one tenth wave would be better.
S) The bond is dependent on the amotmt of particulate
con t aminatLon-p res en t.
The contact should be initiated in at least a class
lO,OOO clean environment.
It may be possible to use optical contact _n technology; however,
much remains onkn_n _t,ut the practital _pect,._ uf the bond. The foll_ing
program of experimentat research is _trmt_-]_. re,.'on_lended to fill gaps in our
knowledge of tile phenc_eno_.
19
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Program of Expel_mental Resgarc:h
In order to technologically use opth'a[ contact, the f_llo_ng
areas need further exploration:
1) Pressure necessary to form hond as a function of
surface-roughness and flatness,
2) Lffects 0£ surface particulate contamination,
3) Effects of l:umid_.ty on b,,nd initiation.
4) :_.easureraentof-strength of 'boud as a functiou of co_ta_ination
and-amount cf water vapor presehl.
5) mtrengtk of l.or,J at cryo[:eni£ tempcratuzes, particularly
four _el_ ir.z.
O) Permauence of bond.
Ne shall outline experimental--methods tu impler.mnt this explorariu_+.
)4=a=_.erialfor l-xpprimental Tc:.r _'iece,s
A minimum of--flve pairs of f*_._edq,art_ cylinders _#ill be reo_ircd
as test pieces# each with a large heig:Lt-to-Mamater.ratio (greater than
l:l)__and with mating_Surfaces polishe_1 flat. (Fl_.ure 5). rhese m_)'bc
obtained by core-dri-lJing sample i-ieces out o£-a lar_c flat piece; this t<il!
ensure that the test pieces are _la_ t,_ the edge, "|'helarge height.to-diameter
ratio will allow the test pieces to be fastcr, od down for strength tests. The
i'i¢ces sh.o'tlJ '.a',..,..: :,_¢t,c#t _'_: _ :'-. ' "o "_! .... it.ache.eat to a machine for
t.>nsi I e t c_..l _.
i:'4f.+C _,f t',, t, aJr: :.! ' :,l }.J "_ ',,,_ .... fl:,rt_ess . i :.,, ,,_,'. I_'ngt ,
one h.lf _e._w,l,:n,,,t: = 4! ! t'+ r ..+',_t" _-,i _ _ Pet'.+ s'_ +'_ | Ix/J'+-. _ G_',tr tx+'O
,+_r +,!,,'ll._ b+ f+=.'': ".. a+ ;: ,_ .t., if, ." II l_l_ '+ ;lit t_,_II_ +.file t<+'fxtt, x+avul+_ll_t"
flal. The lattol ,.., +.,It :,e u+ed (or tht' , r+ot'J.'h:": tests.
2()
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Figure 5. Fu_ed quartz test pi@¢e foF Optical bonding Lxp6runents
21
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Pressu,re Neces,s,ar_ ,to Fo_, Bond
A davice to bond the piecos with a known applied pressure is
shown in Figure 6. A means of observing the bonding surface while under
pressure should be provided.
!
l_midit_ _ffects
A chamber in which humidity can be easily controlled should be
provided for the pressure device. An enclosed area such as the room used
for electret research would be an ideal controlled environment, for the
humidity can be controlled easily in such a room _Figure 7). The time
to form a bond and the bond strenglh should be measured as a function
of humidity under constant load. In add;tion the load variation at
constant humidity should be measured.
Stren_ _leasurem,ent s
A tensile stress machine should be provided to pull on the
samples and test the bond strength, A commercial machine would serve
quite adequately for this purpose. After--each bond is formed the force
required to braaL the bond should be measured up to a realistic lim____it;the
force should not be sufficient to break th_ quartz itself, for the required
bond :loe.,_ ._ot ]tare t_ be _hat bt_);Ig.
t_,as,L_:,Ltte t _._e
It has I,uoh noted that optt,:ally !m.d.d !_ieces of _,Aass tend to
come apart after a certain le,_gth of .i;le. T, _ts should be made to determlnt,
22
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in addition to the tensile strength the decay time of the bond as a function
of surface flatness, particulate contamination, and temperature.
Temperature Depend_e_nce
A ctyostat capable of maintaining t,;e sample at fou_ Kelvins and
physically isolating it from the cooling fluid will I,e required. In
addition, the cryostat should allow performance of tensile-sz-renRth tests
while the sample is at cryogenic temperature. .":ucha cryostat is shmen
conceptually in Figure 8. __
Cryosta.t,)escription
The quartz test pieces are zaounted in a chamber which can be
pumped down to at least IO"3 torr+ and the chamber is sealed with an indium
o.ring to exclude the cooling fluid. The test chamber is connected to the
top plate t_hichis .at.room.temperatureby four stainless steel tubes, each
one half inch in diameter by ,).OlSinch wall thickness. &nether tube will
enter the chamber, sealed by |,ellows,and will exert an upt_ardforce on
the sanple. A needle valve of special design t_illallow coolin_ flui_lto
enter the cqamher in a controlled way.
The upper part of the ¢ryostat should consist of n sturdy plate
for .+t_unt: .... .z_..! a vaeuu;+_ ".<+n_.,_tion .'zrtd .'-'• ,... ,t,,:. the tensile stress tube
shou£.; tm ;_tt.JcLeJ t:. a _a'+an¢c |:¢,_,+ _o ,,ez_.,,t_ ,,,;y I.e attac!!:)d to ,ut
stress or.the s,_mple,k|.ig,_re 9).
RoDucmg r£ oF
• ORIGINALPAg = PO0
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C,_VOST-AT
_.. L.I_pt_'IL_,l'_.:".',/h"
FLgure 9, Uverall VLI_ o Tensile "rest Cl_Sttt
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The test dewar should by of-metal and have two sections, one
got _ liquid ni.tzogen jacket surrounding the center where liquid helium
m_7 be placed,
The pro rgF_amOf experiment should-mainly test bond strcu__zI____
£ou_" Kel_us as a function o£ l_ur_idity _heu t_e bond is raade. _1._, the
__f.ects o£ i_el_sLon. L_. liquL_ hclL_._ should be tested,
In _oncluston this program of exper_imentation should )'ield
sufficient ingormation to determine the feasibility of using the optical
bond on the relativity satellite. Also te¢lmi,lues i;ill be developed to
aid in technological use,
28
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APPENDIX I. DERIVATION OF TIlE FORCL EqUATI_
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Appendix I. I)erivat*on o' the Force Equation
I:ollc_ing D-'yalosldnskii, Lif._httz, -,,id |'itaevskii we shall ,,re._eat
an out line of the derivation of the force equation 3.1. }:or more detai 1
the reader is refermed_to reference 6.
Using the_FeYnman invariant techttique, the above authors solve in
principle the calcu.lation of tt_e van der Waals part o£ the thert_mdy.amic
variables of a body in terms of the Green's functions as pTopagator:, of
the interaction.
The gap separating two bodies ma:, b_, c_T_si,l,.red to be filled i_Lth
any liquid, t_e shall denote the t_'o :,olid bodies _x" the indices I and ?..
while the medium which fills the gap will be denoted by the index 5. The
gap will be represented by two parallel planes.
"rhe total force acting on the body 2 can be calculated as the total
momentum flux that enters the body from medzum 3. that is. as an integral.
over the surface; where O_A_. _; the stress tensor in medium 3. From the
Feynmon techniques the stress tensor can be written in tenas of tile Gree_'s
functions as
+ D '(-'" ,) /
where r is the temperlture,_L/s the d,elcet, rtc p,_;'.aeability el medl_ua 3.
and the D's are the Green)_ _onc_lon_.
31
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we can ncM write the force per umit area of body 2 as
I_fO
A[.2
where a positive force corresl)onds to an attraction and a negatLve to
repulsion.
The probletn is reduced to solving the standard equations for the
Green°s functions. It can .e sl_owll that the p.r_s of the Green's
e
functions which depend on the sum a_ make no contributiun to the expression _
AI.2 for the force _. If we put X = X' in a solution of the form t_X_
we would obtain a mom_nt_ fl_ in the gap whid_ varied with the co-
ordinates, and this would contradict the conservation of momentum.
Therefore. only those parts of the Green's f_-kctions which depend on
X - X' will be taken,
"the Green's function soluLions_are-given as t'ollc_s:
A e,e ,
.%
J
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De_emining constants frata boundary conditions we have
Wj _
where
!
AI.5
_= _'_T" . and q is a function o# the surF._ce..
In like manner we can get for Dy}
#
llld lhe Olllett;reenOs ltulcliC_l._:
9-
Ai. t.I
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EIf we now calculate the quantitie._,'_(_. _1_I
* ])_.._,_; _ _. _ and substitute them in e._n. (Al. 2), we get:
¢
 go/.o -)
Transforming to a new varxa0,1e of late{ration p, where _-- _.l{e_(Ox-I)J '/a-
and returning to a normal system oi units, w___ obtain the LinaI cxpression
£o¢ the forceF acting on Lmtt area of each ot the two bodie_- tmedta t and
2) separated by a gap of width .f which is occtmie$ by medtun_ 3
r t X " / "l
."t i- t' - ......n--___.... .J, l.ts,-OX,{._,-._,__r\--_- J
,- iI)"_L%- P*,lez_(._.- #e,/_,b ¢_
wher_s,,-(,,k-,-,_d)_-i b,,(_,l_,-,+,,,)L;_. : ,_,,kr/(,; ,,,,,,s_
are functions of the ianagiltary i ;,':,|uelxcy ,, " L" _6- - 4-(_{ _ ; lind k
is Bolt_mannts constant. The sm;_ation is taken over integral vaLua_-uf
n_ e_d tire dash attached to the _ununation ,:igtt d_notes that the term w_th
n*o is given half _ei_ht. I)o_tttve values Of J:. correspond to attraction
between the bodies and ne£_tiv.: ",alucs to reT,ui_ion.
I'ht_ f)nnula lit'". ,: _ _,_'. |OI _Ot*tF:'_ _e! ,r,lted by an empty gap)
was first derived by Ltf,dtitz hs..mother ,e.:O,<,. , '.,oh did not tt:.e the
techntques of quentin, fiel,I _.h,'oW. These t_chnt,ues are_ ht_ae_er,
necessary for tile gene.ralilattcn _tf tl u result t_; ,t gap ft lied h_' an
arhit rary meditio.
34
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The onlz macroscopic properties of the bodies that determine the
strength of--She molecular interactions are the imaginary part of their
comp_leX dielectric pe_eabilities. If the bodies are identical ( u,_ _ )
then the expression under the integral is_always positzve for ell the
ter_s of=the sum_in (AI.IO) and for given values ofp and _._ it decreases ]
1
monotonically as increases .... llence--_ foll(e_-sthat F,os_d dF/dt_, i.e.
identical bodies attract one another irrespective of the size of the gap
between them while the attractive force decreases monotonically as the
gap increases.
This statement is also vali_ for two different medza whzch are
separr, ted by an empty gap (e,=_-). If the bodies differ and the space
between them is filled by some fluid, then the force between them can be
either attractive or repulsive (see below).
The general formulf (Ak;O) is very complicated, but it can be
considerably simplified if we use the t'$ct that the influence of temperature
on the interac_iou for¢_ usually turns out to Oe negligible.
Because of the presence of an exponential under the integral in A!. 10
the important tel'ms in the sum will be those for whicl| _.L___c/_ ,,," v_,_,c_/kT- _ .
For _T/c _ _ 9., large vaLue_ :_l: n w,ll t'l,_-ho-_mpnrtant and we eeJ1
replace the sum by an integJT.ikLu)n over ,In _(_/.lrr kT")_ The temperuture
now drops .Jut _t" t_.e formula era::_o "re ]a:t _:lt_ the t'ollow|ng result.
' -,'"', ' " '-d'
AI.II
" L:,C::;_ic:;_.=--;_,,/,.__"""::';'_'_",' ) __,
.__ j-r _-'_,
_. REPRODUCIBILITYOP TH_
O._IGINABPff_Y._ FO01_
,a
\
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Lquation (M.II} is still complex but it can be simplified further
in two important limiting cases._
First we consider the limiting case of small distances, byw___3j_chwe
mean distances wh_ are small c_pared to the wavelongths_ which
charactaris_e the absorption spectra of the given bodies. The temperatures
which are applicable_for condensedbodies ere certainly small compaced to
the_tO which are important here (for example, in the visibl. _egion},
i
........... and thefe£ore the_ inequality k'PP/fg_ ¢-_ I is known to be satisfied.
Because of the exponential factor exp (g,_f_t_b/(-- ) in the
denomiaat.o_ of the expressioh under the integral, those values of p for
which _/c .'t._ are don_tnant Zn the integration with respect to alp. In
this case p)?L and therefore We can put_,_s_P in the main term. in
this approximation the first tem in curly brackets in (AI. II) Zs zero,
while the second term gives on the introduction of the variable of integratxon
(in this approximation the l(aver limit of integration with respect to
is replaced by zero).
This force is proportional to the inverse cube of the distance, as would
be predicted by the usual theory of van der weals forces between two atoms.
The functxons _<_i_[ decte_e monutlonically as4 increases and tend to
zero, Therefore values ot_ _hich ILe t3e)on,i a _ertain_ make a negligible
contribution to the integral_ the c(_,dition that _ should be small ts that
36
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To estimate the accuracy of the llmitiu_ behavior derived above
it is useful to have the next terrl of the expansion of the function I.___.
Calculation from the general formula (AI. 11) gives (for similar bodies
separated by a vacuUm, #, = _;_ _ = :I I t ha. expressiqn ....
L
which must be added to (_;[_,3.). Ilowavar, it is not possible to make a
realistic estimate of the region of validity of the limiting law without
knowing the form of.the function _).
To an accuracy which is qu_t,e sufficient in practice, ,.. (Al.12,
can be written in an even slmpler form by neglecting unity compared to
the term _ith _ in the square brackets. _The accuracy of this reduction
is connected to the fact that an integral og the form
varies very IAttle as a varies.§romO'to I; from I to 1-2 for n=2, to
1"08 fo= n=3 to 1"04 for n=4. etc.) Then the integratioll with respect
to dx ca_ be carried out in an elementary way, and instead of (AI. 12) we
get
i
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The quontityjl_JI is a_e characteristic frequency for the absorptim
spectra of all throe media.
We now JuJrn_to the opposite limitin8 case, that o£ "lar8__' distances;
_>7__ . We shall however sUpDose that the distances are not so large as
to invalidate the inequality _T'/_C.. _ |.
We introduce into the 8e;_era! fomula (A].ll) a new varLable of
integration _-v_p,_/C , but as the second, v-ariabbe .:e take.not. __ (_.s
T above)t b. _ p_. :
; F = _-_r_e---..-,jo j, O" __ ""LLc;,--o_,-o_.. (._,)-,J
At. lb
I
Because of the presence of the £actor exp ( 7, _,_- ) in the denominat.rs,
values of 7 "_ I/e_-_l are the only ones ilaportant in the integraL_on over dx.
and since p2 1 the argument of the function e for larse _ is nearly zero
: over the whole, of the important range of the variables. Because of this __
; we can replace_j_,_s by their values for_=c) i.e., the electro_tat_ci
• dielectric constants. If we then replace _(e_ by _ we finall_ obtain
t
the following result
i - [ L]"-_-'_'(e,,t-A _,o_ L(_,o-O)(s_-.e -
t
t At. 17
t Lri;:] O.,o/._c_.o-o..o/_.o/'- _ox,f
{
s,,= (,,./_o .., , O') _t '
I 38
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where ira, _o,_o are the electr_statlc dielectric constants.
In accordance with the =hove preporty of intqrals of the type
of-(Al.14), equation (AI.17) can be written with consider_le accuracy
in the form:
Ilere only one integration remains and in principle this cam be reduced
to elmentaz7 fonctions; the result JslhoNever ) so u_wieldy that zn real
calculations it is better to use nuBerical integration.
It was pointed out 'above that it the two bodies differ and the
medium between them is filled with fluid the interaction can be ezther
an attraction or a repulsion, l_us, from (Al.15) it is clear-that if
_! ..e3 andtr_-_, have opposite szgns in the important frequency
ranRe____en_F<O, i.e. the bodies will repel each other for "small"
separations. At "large" separations the forces are determined-by the
e_ect.r.ostatic values of the dielectric permeability: I£._,_- _-3o and
&2_" E'tu have the same sign F>O, while if their signs differ F<O.
Furthemore. since the relative magnitudes of _,o,e_o ' _3o are not zn
general relatea to the behavior of the fmtct,ons e,(;_), 6x(_{) ' e=(_)
in the frequency range which is important for these bodies, it is possihle
in principle to have cases in which F charges sign at some value of_..
1he temperature dependence has dropped out in equation AI.18. implying
that the force is independent of temporature over the range normal l)
encountered.
39
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This is true as long as _T_'-_o, for at optical frequencies 1-> lo_t_.
Therefore as long as we are at temperatures lass than IOCO Kelvins there
is little change of the van der Waals force with temperature.
4o
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!APPF..,NDIX 11. TABLES OF %A,_IDER WAALS I:ORCLS AS A FUNCTION OF DIST&'_GE
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RUN
VAN DER WAALS FORCE BETWEEN GUARTZ PLATtS AS A
FUNCTION OF SEPARATION, D
IN ANGST F IN NT/SQ CM
10 274.3?8
20 t7,1486
30 3-38738
40 I ..07 t 79
50 * 439e05
60 -21LTII
80 6.6986flE*02
90 4.18196E-02
IJ_O 2.74378E-02
110 1.87404E-02
120 Z.32320E-02
130 9,60674E-03
140 7,14228E-03
150 5.41982E-03
160 4.1866RE-03
170 3,2851.4E-03
180 2.61372E-03
198 2,10540E-03
2eo 1*71486E'03
300 3.38739E-04
400 I ,07179E=04
5_0 4. 39005E-05
6_ 2.11712E-05
70fl 1,14277E-05
800 6,69868E-06
9_0 4,18195E-06
100_ _.74378E-06
tl00 t,87A_4E-06
1200 1.3232RE-06
1300 9_6_674E-07
I_00 ?.lA22RE-07
1500 5.41981E-07
I_00 4.18668_-07
|700 3.2RSIAE_07
1800 2*613?2E-G7
1900 2.105_0P-07
2000 1.7|4R6E*07
21_0 1,4|0R2E-07
2200 1,17i27E-07
2390 9.80AT_E-O_
_400 _,2699RE-OR
2500 7,02408E-08
_600 6.00421E*08
P700 5,16291E-08
_0 4.46393E-08
>_ 3.R7933E-08
3000 3.3873HE-08
_100 2,9710_E-08
_200 9,61667E-OR
42
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PAGE 2
1N ANGST F IN NTISQ CM
3300 2*31363E-08
3400 2,053218-88
3508 1,8_842E-88
3680 1°63358E°08
3780 1.464008-r08
3R88 i.31586E-88
3980 1.18602E-86
4880 1,87L798-88
418_ 9,78988_-89
4208 8,8L763E-09
4380 8,02556E°09
4400 7.320468_09
4580 6.69113E-09
4600 6,12799E-09
4780 5.62287E-09
4808 5,16874E-09
4900 4,759548-09
5000 4,39005E-09
5100 4.05573E-09
5280 3.75263E-09
5380 3,47733E-09
5480 3.226828"09
5500 2°998468-09
5680 2,789958-09
5708 2°599268-09
5_0 2.424588-09
5988 2,26434E'09
6080 2.117118-89
6180 1.98166E-09
6280 I,856888-09
6380 1,74176£-09
6408 1.63542E-09
6580 I,53788E-09
6608 I,44682E-09
6708 I,36160_-09
6800 1,2R3268-09
6900 1,21A478-09
7008 1.14277E-09
7100 !.07973E-09
7208 1,82098E-09
7300 9,66179E*10
7480 9.|5_038-10
7500 H.6717flE-le
7600 H.22A23E-|_
77_0 7.0_524£-le
7800 7,412618-|0
790_ 7,04435E-I_
_800 6.6986_E-'|0
'_tO@ 6,3739.68"10
_PO0 _,06R67E-|0
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PAGE 3
D IN ANGST F IN NT/SQ CH
_300 5.78145E- 10
84ee 5.-51 le2E- 10
_500 5. 25622E- le
86ee 5.01597£- le
R700 4. 78930E ° 10
R800 4, 57529E- 10
- R900 4* 373t0E- 10
9000 4.18 L95E- 10
9100 4,00 l 14E- tJ_
- 9200 3. 82999E- 10
9300 3. 66790E- 10
9400 3.5L429E- 10
9500 3. 36864_- 10
96_ 3- 230_6E--le
97e0 3. 09929E- 10
98_0 2*9?4? IE- 10
99(_0 2 • 85633E- 10
I t_e00 2° 74378E- 10
READY
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TABLE A I I
R.J-UN
VAN DFR W_,ALS Ff_RCF I_F'TWF_FN Qi.)ART7 PLATFS AS A
FIJNCTIqN DF SFPARATIqN_, D
I._NG RANnF I,'ITH WATFR FIt.M
II IN ANGST F IN NT/S_ CH
2_ "/zi. 1313
4R -",-63321
- 5_ I .R977_
_,_ .9-15_02
"/_1 • 49 40l_3
" q(_.. •2R9576
IR_I • IIt61
3_ 4. 15PRTF-R2
- aR 3. IDR752E-_2
51_ P..'1 "Pg'>F- RP
- ?P I • "_012F-_P
IRt_ I. IP9RRF-02
I<_I_ 9. l_I3RF-03
- P_la 7,41 313F-R3
_R(_ l* 46432F-03
4Rq} 4.1, 33_ I F-@4
5P_I I•Rg"/?6F-(_4
AS_ q. 15PI_gE-_5
7RI_ a, q -_83E-_5
_R_I P. R9 5"/6E- (45
I _IP_) I • ! _1(, ! _lF-e5
I I{_(_ _. t _193F.-_F,
IP_ 5. ?P_ I F.-P6
13_IR ,_, I 5_R?F-PJ6
I f,e_ I.R_q_SE-06
170_ l. 4P_ IP.F-_6
IRR_ I ..I _gR_F-R6
P_RI_ 7. 41 _l 3F-_7
plele _, R,_R_F- gl?
#PRR 5.I_63_>7b -R?
P _'I_P 3, 575_ IE-91_
5RP 3. _ 3_. apF- _7
_,_e P. 59 55d_F-R_
;_7_1_ P.P31_6t" -0_
,99t_,_ I • 67_,qq f. -W7
31,_ I.."R Q3PF-_I?
)P_P I. 13115F-_7
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I
t
F, IN ANGST F |N NT/SO CM
33_ I .@IRR I 5F.-_7
_4_gl 8 -R7577F.-_8
3588 7 •9 _I,4R,4E- (P_R ,
368_ 7 • _6 ! 74E'.- QIR
378_ - 6.3,,?8"/I E-RR
38_R 5 • 688 36F--_8
3q_l 5, I P7(_OE-R8
Aft R(_- 4. fi 33P_ 'LE'- _.R
alRR 4. 19746E-RR
a_RR 3.RI 175F-eR
44_ 3. I6,_54F*_8
- 4-5fl_ P_• 89 P 49 F - _8
46_ _.,_4gRSE- _R
- .'J_R P. P3438F.-_R
,"_ _10 P. @157agF- 08
5_1_R • 89 7"/6[:'- _R
- 51RR .? 53PziE- _
5P_fl •69PP I f-gJ8
531_R • 5¢132 1 F- fir
%atM_ .3gag IF-_R
55{_R • _962_E- fir
5688 • 2fl 6f16F-'" fir
- .57(_t_ • =,P_36,3 _. _R
%RRR .i_4R I P=-RR
59_R 9 • 7RR 44t;.- f19
- _ 9. l 52_t E-_9
,_Pgfl 8. RP7_ 3E- (_9
- _3flfl 7.52_ 39F-f19
4"_flfl 7, fl(,O 7 1E-fl9
&55_(_ 6.6a45gF-_9
,',_ (M_ 5.54'I .)6F.- _9
• ,qF_R 5.93P_,9 F.- f19
7_¢l(_ 4 • 9 /'ft{_l "}F- ¢}9
73_fl _. I 7,W;TF:- _'_
7 &(_l_ 3, 5'_'>P3F" 09
17P¢1 "_. 3741 IF-R9
L_,P,It' :_, r_(; ','t %i.'- _lt_ "_ L,. -,, _'_' t >,,., ,!,z;_
•_V,,,Ir _'-_zrj ,,
4t
_c
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PAGK 3
I) I_,)ANGST F IN NT/SQ CM
_q_ .89_aaE-_9
- 9|_ .?296a_-g9
9_R_ .65566E-09
-- 94_ .5191_E-g9
96_ |.396_9E °09
_ q?_ 1.3397R_-R'9
9q_ I,_R593_-R9
99_ I._3a?6E-09
I_RR_ I.IR61_E-09
R_ADY
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APPfiNI_IX III. GRAPIIOF VAN UER t_'AALSFORCE BI2"I't_EL.'iPLAT'"S AS A FUNCTION
OF DISTA_CE.
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